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the clouds wikipedia Apr 02 2024 the clouds ancient greek Νεφέλαι
nephelai is a greek comedy play written by the playwright
aristophanes a lampooning of intellectual fashions in classical
athens it was originally produced at the city dionysia in 423 bc
and was not as well received as the author had hoped coming last
of the three plays competing at the festival that year
the internet classics archive the clouds by aristophanes Mar 01
2024 the clouds by aristophanes written 419 b c e dramatis
personae strepsiades phidippides servant of strepsiades disciples of
socrates socrates just discourse unjust discourse pasias a money
lender amynias another money lender chorus of clouds scene in the
background are two houses that of strepsiades and that of
socrates the thoughtery
the clouds study guide sparknotes Jan 31 2024 overview the
clouds is a comedic play written by the ancient greek playwright
aristophanes it was first performed in 423 bce and satirizes the
intellectual fashions of the time particularly the philosophical
ideas of socrates
the clouds full play summary sparknotes Dec 30 2023 a short
summary of aristophanes s the clouds this free synopsis covers
all the crucial plot points of the clouds
socrates and self knowledge in aristophanes clouds Nov 28 2023
this article argues that aristophanes clouds treats socrates as
distinctly interested in promoting self knowledge of the sort
related to self improvement section i shows that aristophanes
links the precept γνῶθι σαυτόν know yourself with socrates
the clouds by aristophanes greek mythology Oct 28 2023 the
clouds by aristophanes first produced at the city dionysia of 423
bc the clouds is arguably aristophanes best known comedy though
for all the wrong reasons a critical assessment of sophistry in
ancient athens the play satirizes and lampoons the city s greatest
philosopher socrates and may have contributed to his trial and
� the clouds aristophanes play summary analysis Sep 26 2023
the clouds gr nephelai is a comedy by the ancient greek playwright
aristophanes originally produced at the athens city dionysia of
423 bce it is perhaps the world s first extant comedy of idea s and
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lampoons intellectual fashions in classical athens
aristophanes clouds study guide department of greek Aug 26
2023 aristophanes clouds study guide one of the most famous
athenian comic playwrights aristophanes c 446 c 386 bc was
regularly chosen to present his plays at the comedy competitions
of the lenaea and dionysia festivals
socrates in aristophanes clouds chapter 4 the cambridge Jul 25
2023 summary aristophanes has come very close to the truth in
his depiction of socrates kierkegaard 1989 in plato s apology a
version of the defense speech that socrates delivered in 399 when
he was charged with the potentially capital offense of introducing
new gods and corrupting the youth of athens socrates divides his
accusers into
aristophanes clouds loeb classical library Jun 23 2023
aristophanes portrait of socrates as the arch sophist atheist and
corrupter of the young is at variance with the portraits later
drawn by philosophical writers like plato and xenophon in apology
plato tries to show the inaccuracy and unfairness of the popular
image of socrates fueled by comedies like clouds that played what
he
perseus encyclopedia abacus aristogeiton aristophanes May 23
2023 in his dialogue symposion plato portrays aristophanes as
being at home among the social and intellectual elite of athens but
the historical veracity of this portrayal is uncertain
aristophanes first comedy was produced in 427 and his last in 386
or later at least once he produced a comedy in the theater at
eleusis
aristophanes clouds line 1 perseus digital library Apr 21 2023
aristophanes clouds line 1 scene the interior of a sleeping
apartment strepsiades phidippides and two servants are in their beds
a small house is seen at a distance time midnight strepsiades sitting
up in his bed
aristophanes and the clouds classical wisdom weekly Mar 21
2023 he even appears as a character in plato s symposium where he
is shown as a genial figure who liked a good time he is aristophanes
c 450 c 388 bc known for masterpieces such as the comic drama
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the clouds this was a satire on the morals education and
philosophy of athens in its golden age
four texts on socrates euthyphro apology crito aristophanes Feb
17 2023 notable for its positive portrayal of womens
rationality in a male dominated society lysistrata stands as one
the most popular and frequently performed plays from classical
antiquity plato on the trial and death of socrates euthyphro
apology crito phaedo plato 1941 aristophanes clouds wasps
four texts on socrates plato s euthyphro apology and crito Jan
19 2023 four texts on socrates plato s euthyphro apology and
crito and aristophanes clouds translated by thomas g west and
grace starry west ithaca n y cornell university press 1984 pp
186 27 50 cloth 4 95 paper published online by cambridge
university press 01 december 1985 article metrics get access
rights permissions
aristophanes wikipedia Dec 18 2022 aristophanes is characterised
as a celebrity playwright and most of his plays have the title
formula one of our e g slaves has an enormous knob a reference to
the exaggerated appendages worn by greek comic actors
aristophanes against the world was a radio play by martyn wade
and broadcast on bbc radio 4
taking comedy seriously aristophanes clouds academia edu Nov 16
2022 aristophanes clouds is traditionally read as a personal
attack on socrates shared by the majority of modern scholars
this reading goes back to plato whose work influenced both the
reception of the clouds and the historical perception of who
socrates was
aristophanes clouds aristophanes google books Oct 16 2022
aristophanes clouds cambridge university press apr 5 2012 drama
128 pages treating ancient plays as living drama classical greek
drama is brought vividly to life in this series of new
plato world history encyclopedia Sep 14 2022 plato l 424 423
to 348 347 bce is the pre eminent greek philosopher known for his
dialogues and for founding his academy in athens traditionally
considered the first university in the western world
plato and aristophanes on want of education shame and eros Aug
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14 2022 plato and aristophanes on want of education shame and
eros in the gorgias and in the clouds published online by cambridge
university press 07 february 2020 marina marren article metrics
get access cite extract plato s gorgias might as well have been
named on shame
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